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At Flova, we believe in using the highest quality materials and components to manufacture only the very best products that 
are beautifully designed, easy to install and user friendly.

Partnering with the world's leading thermostatic cartridge manufacturers ensures a safe showering envrionment, providing  
families with greater peace of mind. With the customer at the heart of everything we do, our industry-leading technology and 
award-winning designs come together to exceed expectations. 

Over 28 years of design and innovation, has resulted in a comprehensive collection of perfectly refined Flova products. 

28 years

Celebrating quality since 1991
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Flova has earned an enviable reputation for excellence. The Flova brand is renowned in over 70 countries worldwide, holding 
more than 160 patents, with product built to exceed the most demanding standards. 

As a result of our dedication, Flova has a strong presence in markets as far reaching as Europe, Asia and North America. 

Renowned around the World

CUPC
Certificate

ISO 14000
Certificate

ISO 9001
Certificate

Lead Plumbing LawEuropean
CE Certificate

Water Conservation
Certification

Metal Contaminants
Safety Certificate
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Introduction to Flova
The quality of Flova is not only due to its excellent functional design, but also 
advanced manufacturing techniques and globally recognised supply partners. 

The application of fully automated manufacturing and pioneering robotic solutions 
further enhance quality. Every element is precisely engineered for perfect 
performance.

Robotic polishing guarantees a perfect and consistent finish on every product.
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IMR gravity casting -
Gravity casting machines produce the highest 
quality components with superior dimensional 
accuracy, precise internal waterways and a 
smooth cast finish.

Automatic CNC machining -
Ensures high quality precision and 
accuracy with exacting consistency 
and replication. 

Automatic plating line - 
Our fully-automated plating line ensures 
a durable, accurate and mirror like 
finish everytime.
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Index of terms

Air-Mix Rainshower *

Water-saving *

Waterfall flow

Thermostatic **

Easy cleaning *

Suitable for low pressure water systems with a minimum pressure requirement of 0.2bar

Suitable for medium pressure water systems with a minimum pressure requirement of 0.5bar

Diamond Chrome

Spout as diverter

Anti-scalding **

Thermostatic SmartBox **

Safety-lock **

All Flova products are supplied with a manufacture guarantee of 10 years; all working parts 
such as hoses, cartridges, and seals are covered for 36 months from date of purchase. For 
full terms and conditions please visit our website www.flova.co.uk.

Guarantee

Prices listed within this brochure are inclusive of VAT at 20%.

All products demonstrated in our brochure are for reference purposes only and actual product may differ from the images shown. 
The company reserves the right to alter, modify or change any product without prior notice.

Look out for the following icons throughout the brochure:

Suitable for high pressure water systems with a minimum pressure requirement of 1.0bar

* Please go to page 10 for more information

Adjustable manifold *** 

Eyeball fixing system ***

Operating pressures

Solid Brass

*** Please go to pages 18 and 19 for more information
** Please go to pages 16 and 17 for more information

Look out for the WRAS Approved logo throughout the brochure
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The type of water system within the home will affect your choice of product and the performance of the product. 

Please refer to the diagrams opposite to help identify your water system. 

For optimum performance we recommend our products are fitted to balanced water systems i.e. hot and cold supplies from 
the same source – e.g. gravity hot and gravity cold, not mixed water systems – e.g. gravity hot and mains cold.

Grav i ty  fed systems

The water pressure on a gravity fed (often 
referred to as Low Pressure) water system 
is easily worked out. 

The distance between the bottom of the 
cold water tank (located in the roof space) 
and the point at which the water exits the 
tap or shower head determines the water 
pressure. 

Every 1m distance equates to 0.1bar 
pressure. The greater the distance, the 
greater the water pressure.

As illustrated, water pressure can be 
calculated as follows:  

Upstairs bathroom shower,
1m = 0.1bar pressure

Upstairs bathroom basin taps,
2m = 0.2bar pressure

Downstairs cloakroom basin taps,
4m = 0.4bar pressure
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Grav i ty  fed (Low Pressure)  systems
Your home has:
• A cold water storage tank in the loft
• A hot water cylinder (usually in an airing cupboard)
• No shower pump

Boosted grav i ty  fed water  system
Your home has:
• A cold water storage tank in the loft
• A hot water cylinder (usually in an airing cupboard)
• An additional booster pump
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Mains h igh pressure water  system

Your home has:

•  An unvented cylinder with an expansion vessel (usually 

located in a garage or service cupboard)

• No cold water tank in the loft

• No shower pump
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Combinat ion boi le r  water  system

Your home has:

•  A combination boiler for hot water on demand (usually 

located in the kitchen)

• No storage tanks

• No shower pump
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The design of our Air-Mix rainshowers enable you to save water, without compromising on comfort and achieving 
up to 20% water saving.

Air-Mix Rainshower, up to 20% water saving

Air-Mix rainshower
Infusing air into water creates a 
shower solution which provides a soft 
showering experience

Easy cleaning
Easy clean rubber nozzles prevent 
limescale build-up

Water-saving
Efficient water usage, eco-friendly 
and water-saving

Air-Mix Rainshower Rain Stream Waterfall

The ultimate showering experience 

Solid brass construction with a 
diamond chrome finish

Controlled by a Neoperl blade system, the waterfall 
feature really does replicate a surreal experience 

Designed using 11 individual nozzles, the 
Rain Stream will take you to a place beyond 

your imagination

Relax and unwind under a wide 
and full Rain Shower. Infusing air 
into water enlargens the droplets 
for a soft showering experinece 
whilst saving 20% water
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Save water, 
save energy, 
optimise performance

Aerated stream
Aerators introduce air into the water stream to produce a larger and whiter stream 
that is soft to the touch, and non-splashing. All Flova taps include the aerated 
stream as standard.

Spray stream
When the flow rate is too low to produce an aerated stream, a spray device can be 
used to produce a miniature shower pattern to provide full coverage. 

Look out for our low pressure accessory kits in the product listing, to convert 
medium pressure taps (aerated stream) to low pressure taps (spray stream).

Convert designer led products to low pressure:

Flow regulators
Water saving - flow regulators control the volume of water
Energy efficient - reduce water consumption
Conform to water regulations - ideal for new build properties to meet requirements
Resolve fluctuating pressure - regulates to ensure the same volume of water at each outlet

Our products can be regulated to a selected litre per minute by placing the Neoperl flow 
regulators into any half-inch shower hose or head and by replacing standard aerators in our taps.

For further information on how Neoperl can benefit you, please contact us.

Regulate flow to save water, energy and conform to water regulations.

We are proud of our partnership with Neoperl
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With the customer at the heart of everything we do, our industry-leading 
technology and award-winning designs has resulted in beautiful, easy to install 
and user friendly showering solutions.

GoClick™

Click & Go - 
Instant reaction and smooth operation. 

Have full control of your outlets

Vernet thermostatic cartridge -
Keeping you safe by regulating and controling 
the temperature without user interference. 
Avoid scalding with a safety shut-off should 
the cold supply fail

Mirror finish - 
Solid brass faceplate, handle and 
buttons for a lasting quality finish

Safety override button - 
38 °C stop, increase the temperature 
by pressing the button to keep your 
family safe

Easily identified outlets using clear 
laser etched markings

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

Click & Go
The ultimate shower experience.
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Click & Go
Endless possibilities 

GoClick™

Instant flow with no delay. The GoClickTM valve will give you the most luxurious 
showering experience. Fulfil your bathroom dreams and choose the style that is 
built for you. 
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Our new GoClick™ technology has been carefully designed and manufactured 
with the installer in mind. The GoClick easy-fit box offers many benefits, including 
3/4" inlets for high flow and a built in spirit level for precise installation.

Behind the technology 

GoClick™

Built in spirit level 
for precise installation

Slim installation depth 
with a clear minimum/

maximum depth 
guideline 

Pipework outlet 
identification marker

O-ring sealed 
installation box

Hot and cold
supply indicators

Easy-snap guides

Removable protective 
cover

3/4" inlets for high flow performance

Have an additional 
outlet by installing
an inline flow control 
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Endurance tested to over 800,000 cycles 

Pressure tested to over 50 bar

GoClick™

The exquisite GoClick mechanism operates the 
flow with one simple click of a button. 

Our patented design has an all mechanical 
inside which allows for a stable click and 
performance, regardless of pressure.

Fully serviceable via front access 
The GoClick easy-fix box provides the perfect amount of space for ease of 
servicing, giving full access to the non-return valves and cartridges by simply 
removing the handle and faceplate.
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Thermostatic SmartBox
The Flova SmartBox is an easy to install, concealed showering solution.  
With a minimum of 53mm installation depth from the back of the SmartBox  
to the finished surface, it makes it one of the the shallowest available.

Easy. Shallow. Versatile.

No wall is too shallow

Install with front or rear access using the 16 available 
fixing points

Clear hot and cold supply 
indicator

Clear outlet indicator

Minimum/maximum 
depth indicator - allows 

the installer to easily 
calculate the correct 

depth

53mm

The unique shape of the SmartBox allows 
for accurate install and tiling, leaving a 
suitable area for servicing 

Look out for this icon throughout the brochure
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Smooth divert between the outlets

Solid brass body, handles and faceplate 

Safety override button -
38° C stop, increase the temperature 
with the click of a button to keep your 
family safe from scalding

Front accessible non-return valves 

Mesh filters prevent 
debris entering the 

valve

Vernet cartridge - protected by mesh 
filters, this thermostatic cartridge regulates 
the temperature and avoids scalding with 
a safety shut-off should the cold water 
supply fail

Vernet Thermostatic Technology lies at the heart of Flova products, allowing for a 
safe and relaxed showering experience.

The world leading Vernet Thermostatic Cartridge delivers water to the desired 
temperature quickly and accurately. The temperature is kept consistent 
throughout the duration of the shower by compensating for fluctuations without 
user interference.

If the cold water supply fails, then this cartridge reacts immediately by shutting 
off automatically to avoid the risk of scalding.

Why choose Thermostatic?
Safety is paramount in a showering environment

Look out for these icons 
throughout the brochure:
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Connect the valve using 4 
securing grubscrews. Which is 
also ideal for servicing

The adjustable eyeball gives flexibility 
when aligning with the pipes

Easily align the connections 
for precision using the 
template provided

Double O-rings -
For a secure seal

Wall mounted made easy
We design our products with the installer in mind, ensuring ease of installation. 
An example of this is our eyeball fixing system, which includes brass eyeball 
fixings allowing for an accurate adjustment and a precise finish.

Use the template provided to align the fixings with the pipework, and adjust 
using the provided allen key. When the surface is complete, simply push 
the valve body onto the brass eyeball fixings and tighten the four securing 
grubscrews.

Look out for this icon throughout the brochure
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Floor mounted made easy

Look out for this icon throughout the brochure

Triple O-rings - 
For a secure and leak proof seal

Triple O-rings - 
For a secure and leak proof seal

Clear hot and cold supply 
indicators

Easily adjust the position of
the tap by simply twisting the manifold 

using the allen key provided

We would like everyone to have the opportunity to enjoy our designer led 
bathroom products. With this in mind, we are able to make this possible by 
bringing you technology such as our floor standing manifold.

The result is an elegant yet simple solution that can be easily installed in any 
property. 

Expansion bolts included -
Recommended for concrete floors
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CASCADE
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 Cascade 

CABAS     £245
Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

CAMBAS    £295
Single lever mid height basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

CATBAS    £325
Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

CA3HBASN    £360
3-hole basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation
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Cascade 

CABSPOUT    £122
Brass bath spout
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

CA2HBF    £360
2-hole bath filler
- 70 x 70mm baseplates
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

CA3HBFN    £382
3-hole bath filler
- 70 x 70mm baseplates
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation
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Cascade 

CA4HBSM    £495
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- 70 x 70mm baseplates
- Manual mixer and separate diverter control
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

CA5HBSMN    £494
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 70 x 70mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

CAWMBSM    £558
Wall mounted bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with smooth 1.5m hose
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation
- Eyeball fixing system

Find out more on the Eyeball fixing system on page 18
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Cascade 
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Cascade 
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Cascade 

CAFMBSM    £1246
Floor standing bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with smooth 1.5m hose
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable manifold on page 19

CAFMBF    £1129
Floor standing bath filler
- Waterfall features
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable manifold on page 19
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Cascade 

120
44

180
44

CASHVO    £197
Concealed high flow manual shower mixer
- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

CASHVO/DIV    £175
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBOX

CASHVO3WD    £267
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
3-way divert
- Full flow control
- 3 outlets
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Cascade 

EST333TRIM    £100
Essence faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

EST222TRIM    £100
Essence faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

EST444TRIM    £100
Essence faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16
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Cascade 

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

ANTGO2TRIM    £120
Annecy 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets

ANTGO3TRIM    £130
Annecy 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

SRTGO2TRIM    £120
Spring 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

SRTGO3TRIM    £130
Spring 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

Find out more about our GoClick technology on page 12
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Cascade

Rainshower

KI018     £285
Brass fixed rainshower
- Solid brass 
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1/2" connection

CAHSS     £65
Shower set with integral wall outlet
- Integral wall outlet
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m double lock brass hose

KI019     £665
Dual function rainshower with waterfall
- Waterfall feature
- 2 inlets
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

Waterfall

Switch seamlessly between the soft flow of the rain shower and the energising 

cascade of a waterfall.

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions
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Cascade 

EST3FSP   £1180
Thermostatic concealed 3-way 
shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald 
- 3-way diverter with volume control
- Waterfall feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

ANGO3PACK1    £1270
Thermostatic GoClick concealed 
3-outlet shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- Dual function rainshower with waterfall
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

Valve Only
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Cascade 

CAMSKIT    £1048
Manual shower column
- Integrated rainshower 
- Includes shower set with 1.5m smooth hose
- Easy clean shower spray

Find out more on the Eyeball fixing system on page 18
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SPRING
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Spring

SRBAS     £215
Single lever basin mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

SRTBAS     £265
Single lever tall basin mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

SR2HWMBAS    £232
Concealed wall mounted single lever 
basin mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

- Available from November 2018

SR3HBAS    £310
3-hole basin mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation
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Spring

SR3HBF     £350
3-hole deck mounted bath filler

- Swivel spout 
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

SR4HBSM    £405
4-hole bath and shower mixer

- Swivel spout 
- Diverter behind spout
- Includes shower set with 1.8m hose
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation

SR5HBSM    £455
5-hole bath and shower mixer

- Swivel spout 
- Separate diverter control
- Includes shower set with 1.8m hose
- Easyclean diamond chrome
- Neoperl flow regulation
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Spring

SRSHVO    £130
Concealed manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- Single outlet

SRSHVO/DIV    £155
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert

- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix manual SmartBox

SRMGO2   £385
Concealed manual GoClick 2-button
2-outlet shower valve

- GoClick technology
- 2 outlets
- Full flow control
- Easyfix installation box

SRMGO3   £420
Concealed manual GoClick 3-button
3-outlet shower valve

- GoClick technology
- 3 outlets
- Full flow control
- Easyfix installation box

SRMHGO3   £590
Concealed manual GoClick 3-button
3-outlet horizontal shower valve

- GoClick technology
- Full flow control
- Integral handshower set
- 3 outlets, 2 available 
- Easyfix installation
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Spring

SR333TRIM    £100
Spring faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

SR222TRIM    £100
Spring faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

SR444TRIM    £100
Spring faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

SRMHGO4   £630
Concealed manual GoClick 4-button
4-outlet horizontal shower valve

- GoClick technology
- Full flow control
- Integral handshower set
- 4 outlets, 3 available 
- Easyfix installation
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Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

SRTGO2TRIM    £120
Spring 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

SRTGO3TRIM    £130
Spring 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

SRTHGO4    £745
Thermostatic horiztonal GoClick  
4-button 4-outlet shower valve 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 3/4" high flow inlets
- Intergral handshower
- 4 outlet, 3 available

Spring

Find out more about our GoClick technology on page 12
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SRTHGO3    £695
Thermostatic horiztonal GoClick  
3-button 3-outlet shower valve 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 3/4" high flow inlets
- Intergral handshower
- 3 outlet, 2 available

Spring
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Spring

KI017     £477
Dual function rainshower with waterfall

- 2 inlets 
- Air-Mix rainshower 
- Waterfall feature 
- Easy clean shower spray

KI014     £590
Dual function rainshower with rainstream

- 2 inlets 
- Air-Mix rainshower 
- Rainstream feature 
- Easy clean shower spray
- Includes shower arm

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions

KILVSA    £35
Brass shower arm

- Air-Mix rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI026    £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower
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Spring

URHSS     £62
Shower set with integral wall outlet

- Integral wall outlet
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m double lock brass hose

KI027     £34
Bodyspray

- 1/2" connection
- Easy clean shower spray
- Eyeball adjustment

FNHSSGO   £161
Goclick Shower set with independant
on/off control

- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth hose
- GoClick on/off control
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SRHGO3PACK1   £1360
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 
3-outlet horizontal shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- Rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Easy clean shower spray
- Easyfix installation plate

SRGO2PACK1   £796
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 
2-outlet shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Adjustable height riser rail
- Easy clean shower spray

Spring
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SRGO3PACK1   £1305
Thermostatic concealed GoClick
3-outlet shower pack 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- Rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Easy clean shower spray
- Easyfix installation box

- Available from November 2018

SRHGO4PACK1   £1539
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 
4-outlet shower pack with body jets

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Rainstream feature
- 6 body jet sprays
- Easy clean shower spray
- Easyfix installation plate

Spring
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ANNECY
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Annecy 

ANBAS    £263
Single lever basin mixer 
- Chrome

ANBASGL   £274
Single lever basin mixer 
- Glass

- Includes clicker waste
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation

ANTBAS   £337
Single lever tall basin mixer 
- Chrome

ANTBASGL   £348
Single lever tall basin mixer 
- Glass

- Includes clicker waste
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation

AN3HBAS   £360
3-hole basin mixer - Chrome

AN3HBASGL   £370
3-hole basin mixer - Glass

- Includes clicker waste
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation
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Annecy 

AN3HBF   £360
3-hole bath filler - Chrome

AN3HBFGL   £370
3-hole bath filler - Glass

- 65 x 65mm baseplates
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation

AN4HBSM   £442
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- Chrome

AN4HBSMGL   £453
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- Glass

- 65 x 65mm baseplates
- Includes shower set 1.8m pull out hose
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation

AN5HBSM   £495
5-hole bath and shower mixer 
- Chrome

AN5HBSMGL   £511
5-hole bath and shower mixer 
- Glass

- 65 x 65mm baseplates
- Includes shower set 1.8m pull out hose
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation
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Annecy 
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Annecy 

G1/2

17820

180

200

ANWSPOUT   £222
Wall mounted bath spout 
- Chrome

ANWSPOUTGL   £232
Wall mounted bath spout 
- Glass

- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation

ANWMTBSM   £605
Wall mounted bath and shower 
mixer - Chrome

ANWMTBSMGL   £616
Wall mounted bath and shower 
mixer - Glass

- Includes shower set 1.5m smooth hose
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation

Find out more on the Eyeball fixing 
system on page 18

ANTWMBSM   £662
Thermostatic wall mounted 
bath and shower mixer - Chrome

ANTWMBSMGL   £675
Thermostatic wall mounted 
bath and shower mixer - Glass

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Excludes shower set
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation

Find out more on the Eyeball fixing 
system on page 18
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Annecy 

ANFMBSM   £1573
Floor standing bath and 
shower mixer - Chrome

ANFMBSMGL   £1585
Floor standing bath and 
shower mixer - Chrome

- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
- Waterfall feature
- Neoperl flow regulation
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable 
manifold on page 19
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Annecy 

AN222TRIM   £100
Annecy faceplate & handles

SMBOX222   £320
Thermostatic single outlet 
shower valve

Total price   £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX  
benefits on page 16

AN333TRIM   £100
Annecy faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert
shower valve

Total price   £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX  
benefits on page 16

AN444TRIM   £100
Annecy faceplate & handles

SMBOX444   £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert 
shower valve

Total price   £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX 
benefits on page 16

LVTH3W   £642
Thermostatic concealed 
horizontal valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3 outlets with 1 integral shower set
- 1.5 smooth PVC hose
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Annecy 

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

ANTGO2TRIM    £120
Annecy 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

ANTGO3TRIM    £130
Annecy 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

ALTGO2TRIM    £120
Allore 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

ALTGO3TRIM    £130
Allore 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

Find out more about our GoClick technology on page 12
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Annecy 

KIA120   £18
Brass wall outlet

KI8816    £94
Handset holder with shelf

ANHSS-SHELF   £160
Round shower set with shelf
- Brass handshower 
- 1.5m smooth hose

Brass shower arm

- Air-Mix rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI026   £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower

ANSK   £57
Round shower set
- Brass handshower
- 1.5m shower hose

KILVSA   £35

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions
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FUSION
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FNBAS     £215
Single lever basin mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome

FNTBAS     £265
Single lever tall basin mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome

FN3HBAS    £290
3-hole basin mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome

FNBID     £218
Single lever bidet mixer

- Includes clicker waste
- Easyclean diamond chrome

- Available from November 2018

Fusion
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FN3HBF     £355
3-hole bath filler

- Easyclean diamond chrome

FN4HBSM    £420
4-hole bath and shower mixer

- Diverter behind spout
- Includes shower set with 1.8m hose
- Easyclean diamond chrome

FN5HBSM    £480
5-hole bath and shower mixer

- Separate diverter control
- Includes shower set with 1.8m hose
- Easyclean diamond chrome

Fusion
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FNSHVO/DIV    £160
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert

- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix manual SmartBox

FNMGO2   £385
Concealed manual GoClick 2-button
2-outlet shower valve

- GoClick technology
- 2 outlets
- Full flow control
- Easyfix installation box

FNMGO3   £420
Concealed manual GoClick 3-button
3-outlet shower valve

- GoClick technology
- 3 outlets
- Full flow control
- Easyfix installation box

FNSHVO    £128
Concealed manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- Single outlet

FNSHVOS    £225
Concealed manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- High flow 3/4" outlets

Fusion
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Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

FNTGO2    £495
Thermostatic concealed 2-button 
GoClick shower valve

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlet

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12

FNTGO3    £540
Thermostatic concealed 3-button
GoClick shower valve

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlet

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12

FNT111     £385
Concealed high flow thermostatic mixer

-Thermostatic anti-scald
- High flow rate
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

FNDVGO3   £360
GoClick 3-outlet diverter valve

- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously 
- GoClick on/off
- Requires separate temperature control

Fusion
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Fusion

KI012     £550
2 function air-mixed rainshower with 
rain stream

- 2 inlets
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Rain stream pattern feature
- Easy clean shower spray

KI012A     £670
3 function air-mixed rainshower with 
rain stream and waterfall 

- 2 inlets
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Rain stream pattern feature
- Easy clean shower spray

Rainshower Rain Stream Waterfall

FNHSS    £84
Shower set with integral wall
outlet

- 1.5m smooth PVC hose
- Integral wall outlet

KI123A    £42
Wall outlet elbow with handset holder

- Integral wall outlet
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FNHSSGO   £161
Goclick Shower set with independent
on/off control

- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth hose
- GoClick on/off control

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions

FNGOSS   £125
Sliderail with integral wall outlet and 
GoClick on/off control

- GoClick on/off control
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

Fusion

KI201    £27
1.5m smooth PVC hose

KI201E    £33
2m smooth PVC hose

KI041    £22
Multi-function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Push button multi-function

- Available from November 2018
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Fusion

FNTEXGO3    £1350
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 
3-button shower column

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Air-mix rainshower
- Rain stream feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m smooth PVC hose
- Outlets can be run simultaneously

Find out more on the Eyeball fixing system on page 18
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Fusion

FNGO3PACK1   £1379
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 3-way 
shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald 
- GoClick technology
- 3-outlets can be run simultaneously 
- Air-mix rainshower
- Rain stream feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

FNGO3PACK2   £1206
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 3-way 
shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald 
- GoClick technology
- 3-outlets can be run simultaneously 
- Air-mix rainshower
- Rain stream feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray
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URBAN
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Urban

URBAS     £219

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

URTBAS    £267
Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

UR3HBAS/BAT    £267
3-hole basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit
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Urban

UR2HWMBAS    £232
Concealed wall mounted basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

URBID     £219
Single lever bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Adjustable nozzle

URBSPOUT    £79
Brass bath spout
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Urban

UR3HBF    £289
3-hole deck mounted bath filler
- 60mm x 60mm baseplates

UR4HBSM    £349
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- 60mm x 60mm baseplates
- Diverter behind the spout
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose

UR5HBSM    £429
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 60mm x 60mm baseplates
- Separate diverter control
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
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Urban

URFMBSM    £989
Floor standing bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m smooth hose
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable manifold on 
page 19
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Urban

URSHVOS    £127
Concealed manual shower mixer
- 100 x 100mm faceplate
- Full flow control
- Single outlet

URSHVO    £208
Concealed manual shower mixer 
- 150 x 150mm faceplate
- Full flow control
- High flow rate
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

URSHVO/DIV    £219
Concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBOX
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Urban

UR111LP    £415
Concealed high flow thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- High flow rate
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

UR111HP   £325
Concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

UR4WDIV    £139
Concealed 3-way diverter
- 3 outlet divert with shut off

URSV     £99

Concealed stop valve
- Shut off valve 
- 1/4 turn operation

URT111    £345
Concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously
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Urban

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

SRTHGO3    £695
Thermostatic horiztonal GoClick  
3-button 3-outlet shower valve 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 3/4" high flow inlets
- Intergral handshower
- 3 outlet, 2 available

SRTGO2TRIM    £120
Spring 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12

SRTGO3TRIM    £130
Spring 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12

SRTHGO4    £745
Thermostatic horiztonal GoClick  
4-button 4-outlet shower valve 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 3/4" high flow inlets
- Intergral handshower
- 4 outlet, 3 available
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Urban

SR333TRIM    £100
Spring faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

SR222TRIM    £100
Spring faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

SR444TRIM    £100
Spring faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16
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Urban

SRGO2PACK1    £796
Thernostatic concealed GoClick
2-outlet shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Adjustable height riser rail
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m double lock brass shower hose
- Easyfix installation box

SRHGO4PACK1   £1539
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 
4-outlet shower pack with body jets

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- 6 body jet sprays
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth PVC shower hose
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Urban

URT3FSHP    £1003
Thermostatic concealed shower pack
with dual function rainshower

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth PVC shower hose
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Urban

URMDFSP    £696
Concealed manual dual outlet shower 
pack

- 2 inlets
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Easy clean shower spray
- Easyfix SmartBox

URT4FSHP   £1306
Concealed thermostatic shower pack
with body jets

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- 6 body jet sprays
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth PVC shower hose
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Urban

URTSHVRR   £1279
Thermostatic shower column
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth PVC shower hose
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Urban

KI017     £477
Dual function rainshower with waterfall
- 2 inlets 
- Air-Mix rainshower 
- Waterfall feature 
- Easy clean shower spray

KI014     £590
Dual function rainshower with rainstream
- 2 inlets 
- Air-Mix rainshower 
- Rainstream feature 
- Easy clean shower spray

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions

KILVSA    £35
Brass shower arm

- Air-Mix rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI026    £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower
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Urban

URHSS     £62
Shower set with integral wall outlet
- Integral wall outlet
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m double lock brass hose

KI027     £34
Bodyspray
- 1/2" connection
- Easy clean shower spray
- Eyeball adjustment

FNHSSGO   £161
Goclick Shower set with independant
on/off control

- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth hose
- GoClick on/off control
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ALLORE 
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Allore 

ALBAS     £208

FLLPSPRAYAL*   £14
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

ALTBAS    £275

FLLPSPRAYAL*   £14
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

AL3HBAS   £275

FLLPSPRAYAL*   £14
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

3-hole basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit
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Allore 

ALBID     £208
Single lever bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Adjustable nozzle

ALSPOUT    £98
Brass bath spout
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Allore 

AL3HBF     £284
3-hole deck mounted bath filler
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates

AL4HBSM    £354
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- Diverter behind the spout
- 65x65mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose

AL5HBSM    £420
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 65x65mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Separate diverter control
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Allore 

ALFMBSM    £1176
Floor standing thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Includes shower set with 1.5m smooth PVC hose
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable manifold on page 19
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Allore 

ANTGO2TRIM    £120
Square 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

ANTGO3TRIM    £130
Square 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

ALTGO2TRIM    £120
Round 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

ALTGO3TRIM    £130
Round 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

Find out more about our GoClick technology on page 12
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Allore 

AL222TRIM    £80
Allore faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £400
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out about the SmartBox benefits on 
page 16

AL333TRIM    £80
Allore faceplate & handles

SMBOX333    £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out about the SmartBox benefits on 
page 16

AL444TRIM    £80
Allore faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £430
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBox benefits on 
page 16

ALT111    £350
Concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously
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Allore 

ALTSP     £1395
Thermostatic shower column
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Integral body jets
- Air-mix rainshower
- Includes shower set with 1.5m smooth PVC hose
- Multifunction

Find out more on the Eyeball fixing system on page 18

Rainshower Handshower Side spray Rainshower + side spray Handshower + side spray
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Allore 

KI122    £33
Brass wall outlet

ANHSS-SHELF    £160
Round shower set with shelf
- Brass handshower 
- 1.5m smooth hose

Brass shower arm

- Air-Mix rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI026    £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower

KILVSA    £35

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions

ANHSS     £68
Round shower set
- Integral wall outlet
- Brass handshower

AL4WDIV    £148
Concealed 3-way diverter
- 3 outlet divert with shut off

KI8879A    £30
Brass handset holder
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ESSENCE
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Essence 

ESSBAS    £178
Single lever cloakroom basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

ESBAS     £204
Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

ESMBAS   £229

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

Single lever mid-height basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit
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Essence

ESTBAS    £255

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

ES3HBAS/BAT   £267

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

3-hole basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

ES2HWMBAS   £219
Concealed basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

ESBID     £204
Single lever bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Adjustable nozzle

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit
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Essence

ES3HBF    £273
3-hole deck mounted bath filler
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates

ES4HBSM    £328
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates
- Diverter behind the spout
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose

ES5HBSM    £416
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates
- Separate diverter control
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
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Essence

Bath spout flow Handshower flow

ESBSMWM   £255
Wall mounted bath and shower mixer
- Swivel spout divert
- Excludes shower kit

ESTBSMWM   £442
Thermostatic wall mounted bath and shower 
mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Swivel spout divert
- Excludes shower kit
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Essence

ESFMBSM    £955
Floor standing bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m smooth hose
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable manifold 
on page 19
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Essence

ESBSPOUT    £69
Brass bath spout

ESSHVO    £189
Concealed manual shower mixer
- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 
two outlets can be run simultaneously

ESSHVO/DIV    £142
Concealed manual shower mixer with
2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easy fix SmartBox

ESSHVO3WD   £265
Concealed manual shower mixer with
3-way divert
- Full flow control
- 3 outlets
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Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

ANTGO2TRIM    £120
Annecy 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

ANTGO3TRIM    £130
Annecy 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

SRTGO2TRIM    £120
Spring 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

SRTGO3TRIM    £130
Spring 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

Essence

Find out more about our GoClick technology on page 12
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EST333TRIM    £100
Essence faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

EST222TRIM    £100
Essence faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

EST444TRIM    £100
Essence faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

Essence
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Essence

KI018     £285
Brass fixed rainshower
- Solid brass 
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1/2" connection

KI016    £172
Rectangle rainshower

KISTSA    £57
Brass shower arm
- 145mm x 200mm rainshower

CAHSS     £65
Shower set with integral wall outlet
- Integral wall outlet
- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m double lock brass hose

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions

KI019     £665
Brass dual function rainshower with 
waterfall
- Waterfall feature
- 2 inlets
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass
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Essence
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Essence

Rainshower flow Bath spout flow Handshower flow

ESBSMRR    £838
Manual exposed bath and shower 
column

- Swivel spout divert
- 145mm x 200mm rainshower
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
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Essence

ESTBSMRR    £995
Thermostatic shower column

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Swivel spout divert
- 145mm x 200mm rainshower
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose

ESMSHVRR   £745
Manual shower column

- 145mm x 200mm rainshower
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
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Essence

EST3FSP    £1180
Thermostatic concealed 3-way shower 
pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald 
- 3-way diverter with volume control
- Waterfall feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

Valve Only

Rainshower Waterfall

Switch seamlessly between the soft flow of the rain shower and the energising 

cascade of a waterfall.
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Essence

SRGO3PACK2   £1270

SRGO2PACK2   £789

Thermostatic concealed GoClick 3-way 
shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald 
- GoClick technology
- 3-outlets can be run simulataneously 
- Rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

Thermostatic concealed GoClick 2-way 
shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald 
- GoClick technology
- 2-outlets can be run simulataneously 
- Rainshower
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray
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Essence

EST333PACK1   £751
Thermostatic concealed 2-way shower 
pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- 2-way diverter
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

EST333PACK2   £650
Thermostatic concealed 2-way shower 
pack with bath filler

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Bath overflow filler
- 2-way diverter
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

Valve Only

Valve Only
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Essence

ESM3FSP    £997
Manual concealed 3-way shower pack

- 3-way diverter with volume control
- Waterfall feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

ESMDFSP   £436
Manual concealed 2-way shower 
pack

- 2-way diverter
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray
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STR8
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Str8

STBAS     £185
Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

STMBAS    £218
Single lever mid-height basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

FLLPSPRAYSTD*    £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

STTBAS     £242
Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

FLLPSPRAYSTD*    £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11
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Str8

STSLBAS    £196
Swivel spout basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

ST2HWMBAS    £232
Concealed basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

ST3HWMBAS    £215
Concealed 2-handle basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

STBID    £185
Single lever bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
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Str8

STBAS/BFSPOUT  £67
Brass bath spout

ST2HSLBF   £232
2-hole bath filler
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates

ST3HBF    £242
3-hole bath filler
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates
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Str8

ST3HSLBSM   £308
3-hole bath and shower mixer
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Diverter behind the spout

ST4HBSM   £312
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Diverter behind the spout

ST5HBSM   £372
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 65mm x 65mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Separate diverter control
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Str8

STSLBSMWM   £278
Wall mounted bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose

STTHWMBSM   £442
Thermostatic wall mounted bath and 
shower mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Includes shower set with 1.5m shower hose

STTBV    £372
Thermostatic exposed bar valve
- Thermostatic anti scald

STLS    £69
Square leg set
- Convert wall mounted to deck mounted
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Str8

STSHVOS   £102
Concealed manual shower mixer
- 90mm x 90mm faceplate
- Single outlet 

STSHVO    £115
Concealed manual shower mixer
- 150mm x 100mm faceplate
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

STSHVO/DIV   £138
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert
- 2 outlets
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
· Easyfix SmartBox
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Str8

ST4WDIV   £138
Concealed manual 3-way diverter
- 3-outlet divert with shut off

ST111    £314
Concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes 
or 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

STWMCONCW   £46
1/2' shut off wall mounted valve - cold

STWMCONHW   £46
1/2' shut off wall mounted valve - hot
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Str8

ST222TRIM    £100
Str8 faceplate & handles 

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet 
shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits 
on page 16

ST333TRIM    £100
Str8 faceplate & handles

SMBOX333    £340
Thermostatic  2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way divert
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits 
on page 16

ST444TRIM    £100
Str8 faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert 
shower valve

Total price    £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way divert
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits 
on page 16
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Str8

KI016    £172
Rectangle rainshower

KISTSA    £57
Brass shower arm
- 145mm x 200mm rainshower

KI019     £665
Brass dual function rainshower with waterfall
- Waterfall feature
- 2 inlets
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

Rainshower Waterfall

Switch seamlessly between the soft flow of the rain shower and the energising 

cascade of a waterfall.
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Str8

STHSS    £78
Shower set with integral wall outlet

- Brass handshower
- Brass wall outlet with handshower holder 
- 1.5m double lock hose

STSK    £68
Shower set

- Brass handshower
- Brass handshower holder
- 1.5m double lock hose

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions

STDMS     £78
Square deck mounted shower kit

- Brass handshower
- 1.8m pull out shower hose
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Str8

STT3FSP   £1193
Thermostatic concealed 3-way shower 
pack

- Thermostatic anti scald
- 3-way diverter
- Brass rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

Valve Only
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Str8

STT333PACK1   £841
Thermostatic concealed 2-way shower 
pack

- Thermostatic anti scald
- 2-way diverter
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

STT3FBFSP   £918
Thermostatic concealed 3-way shower 
pack

- Thermostatic anti scald
- 3-way diverter
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Bath spout

STMDFSP   £551
Manual concealed 2-way shower 
pack

- 2-way diverter with volume control
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

STBVPACK1   £546
Thermostatic exposed bar valve pack 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Brass handshower 
- 1.5m double lock hose 

Valve Only

Valve Only
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DEKKA
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Dekka

DESBAS    £192

FLLPSPRAYJR*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

Single lever cloakroom basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

DEMBAS    £242

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

Single lever mid-height basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

DETBAS    £255

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory 
kits on page 11

Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

DEBAS     £208
Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste
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Dekka

DE3HBAS/BAT   £265

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

3-hole basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

DE2HWMBAS   £255
Concealed basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

DEBID    £216
Single lever bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Adjustable nozzle
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Dekka

DE3HBF    £279
3-hole deck mounted bath filler
- 60mm x 60mm baseplates

DE4HBSM   £332
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- 60mm x 60mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Diverter behind the spout

DE5HBSM   £415
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 60mm x 60mm baseplates
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose
- Separate diverter control
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Dekka

DEBSHVO   £197
Manual exposed shower mixer
- Excludes shower kit
- Wall mounted

DEWMBSM   £229
Wall mounted bath and shower mixer
- Excludes shower kit
- Wall mounted

DEBAS/BFSPOUT  £69
Brass bath spout

STLS    £69
Square leg set
- Convert wall mounted to deck mounted
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Dekka

DEFMBSM   £920
Floor standing bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable manifold on 
page 19
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Dekka

KIDESA    £57
Brass shower arm

- Air-Mix rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

DESHVO   £127
Concealed manual shower mixer
- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

DESHVO/DIV   £159
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easy fix SmartBox

DESHVO3WD   £267
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
3-way divert
- Full flow control
- 3 outlets

FNHSSGO   £161
Goclick Shower set with independant
on/off control

- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m smooth hose
- GoClick on/off control

KI026    £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions
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Dekka

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

FNTGO2    £495
Thermostatic concealed 2-button 
GoClick shower valve

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlet

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12

FNTGO3    £540
Thermostatic concealed 3-button
GoClick shower valve

FNMGO2    £385
Manual concealed 2-button
GoClick shower valve

FNMGO3    £420
Manual concealed 3-button
GoClick shower valve

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlet

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12

- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlet

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12

- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlet

Find out more about GoClick benefits on page 12
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Dekka
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Dekka

DEMDFSP   £519
Manual concealed 2-way shower 
pack

- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- 2-way diverter with volume control
- Includes shower set with 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

DEGO2PACK1   £865
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 
2-way shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Outlets can be run simultaneously
- Easy clean shower spray
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Dekka

DEMOHDFSP   £486
Manual concealed 2-way shower 
pack

- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- 2-way diverter with volume control
- Easy clean shower spray

DEGO3PACK1   £979
Thermostatic concealed GoClick
3-way shower pack

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Outlets can be run simultaneously
- Easy clean shower spray
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SMART
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Smart 

SMBAS     £159
Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

SMSBAS   £115

FLLPSPRAYJR*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

Single lever cloakroom basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

SMMBAS   £185

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

Single lever mid-height basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit
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Smart 

SMTBAS   £197

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

SM2HBAS    £278
Concealed basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

SMBID     £162
Single lever bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Adjustable nozzle
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Smart 

SMWMBSM   £208

SMBSPOUT    £98
Brass bath spout

Wall mounted bath and shower mixer
- Excludes shower kit

SMBSM    £314
Deck mounted bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower kit with 1.5m hose

SMBF    £267
Deck mounted bath filler
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Smart 

SMTBSM    £939
Floor standing bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m smooth hose
- Adjustable manifold for easy install

Find out more on our adjustable manifold on 
page 19
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Smart 

SMSHVO   £196
Concealed manual shower mixer
- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet 
purposes or 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

SMSHVO/DIV   £172
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix Manual SmartBox

SMSHVO3WD   £265
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
3-way divert
- Full flow control
- 3 outlets
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Smart 

SM333TRIM    £100
Smart faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

SM222TRIM    £100
Smart faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

SM444TRIM    £100
Smart faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16
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Smart 

ALTGO2TRIM    £120
Round 2-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

ALTGO3TRIM    £130
Round 3-button GoClick trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

Find out more about our GoClick technology on page 12
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Smart 

SMARTPACK1   £671
Thermostatic 2-way shower pack with
shower set

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Brass handshower

SMARTPACK6   £741
Thermostatic 2-way shower pack with
riser rail

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Single function handshower
- Adjustable height handshower holder

Valve Only

Valve Only
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Smart

SMARTPACK4   £558

SMARTPACK2   £302

Thermostatic riser rail shower set
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single function handshower
- Adjustable height handshower holder

Manual shower pack with bath overflow 
filler
- Bath overflow filler
- Pull out shower kit with 1.8m hose

Valve Only
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Smart

KI026     £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Air-mix rainshower 
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

KISMSA     £69
Brass solid arm
- Solid brass

ANHSS     £68
Round shower set
- Integral wall outlet
- Brass handshower

Slide rail set with single function 
handshower
- Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder

LVBFSS    £132

Slide rail set with multifunction 
handshower
- 3 function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder
- 1.5m smooth hose

LVPFSS    £145

Please refer to page 176 to view our comprehensive showering solutions
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Levo

LVBAS     £125
Single lever basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

LVMBAS   £92
Single lever cloakroom basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

LVSBAS    £119
Single lever small basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste
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Levo

LVTBAS    £169

FLLPSPRAYSTD*   £4
Low pressure accessory kit

Find out more on our low pressure accessory kits on 
page 11

Single lever tall basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

* when installed with the low pressure accessory kit

LV2HWMBAS    £159
Concealed basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

LV3HWMBAS    £185
Concealed two-handle basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

LVBID     £135
Single lever bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Adjustable nozzle

LVBSM    £278
Deck mounted bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower kit with 1.5m hose

LVBF    £232
Deck mounted bath filler
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Levo

LV3HBF     £232
3-hole deck mounted bath filler
- 70mm x 70mm baseplates

LV4HBSM    £278
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- 70mm x 70mm baseplates
- Diverter behind spout
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose

LV5HBSM    £348
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 70mm x 70mm baseplates
- Separate diverter control
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose

LVSLBF    £174
Wall mounted bath filler

LVSLBSM    £220
Wall mounted bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
- Side lever mechanism

LVSLWMBSM    £220
Wall mounted bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
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Levo

LVTBSM    £430
Floor standing bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
- Brass manifold for secure install

LVTBSMWM    £379
Thermostatic wall mounted bath and 
shower mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Excludes shower set

LVLS    £43
Round leg set
- Convert wall mounted to deck mounted
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Levo

LVSPOUT    £49
Brass bath spout

LVEXTSPOUT    £57
Brass bath spout

LVSHVOS   £89
Concealed manual shower mixer
- 80mm x 80mm faceplate
- Full flow control
- Single outlet
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Levo

100 

1 

LVSHVO    £95
Concealed manual shower mixer
- 150mm x 100mm faceplate
- Full flow control
- Single outlet

LVSHVO/DIV   £123
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix Manual SmartBox

LVSHVO3WD   £255
Concealed manual shower mixer with 
3-way divert
- Full flow control
- 3 outlets

LVT111    £290
Concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

LV4WDIV   £127
Concealed 3-way diverter
- 3 outlet divert with shut off

LVCSV    £98
Concealed shut off valve
- 1/4 turn operation

LVWMCONCW   £37
1/2' wall mounted shut off valve - cold

LVWMCONHW   £37
1/2' wall mounted shut off valve - hot
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Levo

LVDMH    £60
Deck mounted hot shut off valve

LVDMC    £60
Deck mounted cold shut off valve

- Deck mounted
- 1/4 turn on/off
- Flow control
- 70mm x 70mm baseplate

LVDMPACK1   £182
Deck mounted hot and cold shut off
valve with bath overflow filler

- Deck mounted hot and cold valves
- 1/4 turn on/off
- 70mm x 70mm baseplate
- Bath overflow filler with clicker waste
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Levo

LVTH3W    £642
Thermostatic concealed horizontal valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3 outlets with 1 integral shower set
- 1.5 smooth PVC hose

LVTBV    £348
Thermostatic exposed bar valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Excludes shower kit

LVT222TRIM-RO    £80
Levo faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £400
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

LVT222TRIM    £100
Levo faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16
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Levo

LVT333TRIM-RO    £80
Levo faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

LVT333TRIM    £100
Levo faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £440
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

LVT444TRIM-RO    £80
Levo faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £430
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

LVT444TRIM    £100
Levo faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £450
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16
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Levo

Safety first Intuitive design Easy operation Stylish look
Our thermostatic products 
provide families with greater 
peace of mind, ensuring a safe 
showering environment. The 
safety override button gives you 
full control and avoids accidental 
scalding.

With the customer at the 
heart of everything we do, our 
industry-leading technology 
and award-winning designs 
offer easy to read icons, an eye 
catching appearance and an 
extraordinary performance. 

Our GoClick technology allows 
for instant flow with the click 
of a button. Have the flexibility 
to operate multiple outlets 
simultaneously, for the ultimate 
showering experience. 

Many outlet options and style 
variants available. Choose from 
manual or thermostatic, vertical 
or horizontal, and 2 button or 3 
button to fulfill your bathroom 
dreams. 

LVTGO2TRIM-RO  £120
2-button GoClick round trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

LVTGO2TRIM-SQ   £120
2-button GoClick square trim kit 

GOBOX222   £375

GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £495
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

LVTGO3TRIM-RO   £130
3-button GoClick round trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410

GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

- Available from November 2018

LVTGO3TRIM-SQ   £130
3-button GoClick round trim kit 

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve

Total price    £540
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 

Find out more about our GoClick technology on page 12
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Levo

KILVSA    £35
Brass shower arm

- Air-Mix rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI026    £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower

LVGOSS    £122

FVKI037    £20

- GoClick technology
- on/off flow control
- Intergral wall outlet
- Easyclean handshower

- Available from November 2018

GoClick slide rail with integral wall
outlet and on/off control

Single function handshower

KI200D    £18
1.5m double lock hose

Total price    £160

KI124GO   £105

FVKI037    £20

- GClick on/off control
- Intergral wall outlet
- Easyclean handshower

- Available from November 2018

GoClick slide rail with integral wall
outlet and on/off control

Single function handshower

KI200D    £18
1.5m double lock hose

Total price    £143

LVGO1PACK1   £450
Thermostatic shower set with GoClick
on/off control

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick on/off control
- Single function handshower
- 1.5m double lock hose 

- Available from November 2018
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Levo

LVBVPACK2   £484
Thermostatic exposed bar valve 
with kit
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Multi-function handshower
- Adjustable height handshower
- 1.5m double lock brass hose

Valve Only

LVDSS    £255
Shower set with fixed head

- 200mm ABS rainshower
- Concealed inlet supply
- Brass handshower
- Height adjustable

Requires separate temperature valve, see page 155
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Levo
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Levo

LVTSKIT    £578
Thermostatic shower column
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 200mm ABS rainshower
- Brass handset
- Height adjustable

LVSP    £792
Thermostatic shower column with body 
jets
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Integral body jets
- Brass handset
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Levo

LVT333PACK1   £751
Thermostatic shower pack with slide rail
kit

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2 outlets
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Adjustable height handshower
- Multi-function handshower

LVT333PACK2   £650
Thermostatic shower pack with bath 
overflow filler

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2 outlets
- Bath overflow filler
- Adjustable height handshower
- Multi-function handshower

Valve Only

Valve Only
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Levo

LVGO2PACK1   £796
Thermostatic concealed GoClick 2-outlet
shower pack with slide rail kit

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 2 outlets
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Adjustable height handshower
- 1.5m double lock hose

LVH3PACK1   £867
Thermostatic horizontal shower pack 
with bath overflow filler

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2 outlets with 1 integral handshower
- 200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Bath overflow filler with clicker waste
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XL
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XL

XLBAS     £127
2-handle basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste

XLBID     £127
Two-handle bidet mixer
- Includes clicker waste
- Adjustable nozzle

XL3HWMBAS    £185
Concealed two-handle basin mixer
- Includes clicker waste
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XL

XLBSM    £278
Deck mounted bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower kit with 1.5m hose

XLBF    £229
Deck mounted bath filler

XLTBSMWM    £379
Thermostatic wall mounted bath and 
shower mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Excludes shower set

LVLS    £43
Round leg set
- Convert wall mounted to deck mounted
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XL

XL3HBF     £227
3-hole deck mounted bath filler
- 70mm x 70mm baseplates

XL4HBSM    £278
4-hole bath and shower mixer
- 70mm x 70mm baseplates
- Diverter behind spout
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose

XL5HBSM    £337
5-hole bath and shower mixer
- 70mm x 70mm baseplates
- Separate diverter control
- Includes shower set with 1.8m pull out hose

XLTBSM    £460
Floor standing bath and shower mixer
- Includes shower set with 1.5m hose
- Brass manifold for secure install
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XL
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XL

XLT111    £299
Concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

XL4WDIV   £129
Concealed 3-way diverter
- 3 outlet divert with shut off

XLWMCONCW    £35
3/4 shut off valve - cold

XLWMCONHW    £35
3/4 shut off valve - hot

- High flow
- Wall mounted only
- 1/4 turn flow control

XLDMH    £60
Deck mounted hot shut off valve

XLDMC    £60
Deck mounted cold shut off valve

- Deck mounted
- 1/4 turn on/off
- Flow control
- 70mm x 70mm baseplate
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XL

XLTBV    £348
Thermostatic exposed bar valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Excludes shower kit

XLT333TRIM    £80
XL faceplate & handles

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

Total price    £420
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 2-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

XLT222TRIM    £80
XL faceplate & handles

SMBOX222    £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

Total price    £400
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Single outlet 1/4 turn flow control
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16

XLT444TRIM    £80
XL faceplate & handles

SMBOX444    £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

Total price    £430
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 3-way diverter
- 53mm installation depth
- Easyfit SmartBOX technology

Find out more about the SmartBOX benefits on 
page 16
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XL
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XL

XLTSKIT    £569
Thermostatic shower column
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- 200mm ABS rainshower
- Brass handset
- Height adjustable

XLSP    £789
Thermostatic shower column with body 
jets
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Integral body jets
- Brass handset
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SHOWERING     
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Thermostatic SmartBox showering

Step 1: Select a SmartBOX to suit your outlet requirements

SMBOX222   £320
Thermostatic single outlet shower valve

SMBOX333   £340
Thermostatic 2-way divert shower valve

SMBOX444   £350
Thermostatic 3-way divert shower valve

For more information on our SmartBOX, please see page 16

Step 2: Choose your trim kit to find the style for you

AL222TRIM   £80
Allore single outlet round trim kit

AL333TRIM   £80
Allore 2-way round trim kit

AL444TRIM   £80
Allore 3-way round trim kit

LVT222TRIM-RO   £80

LVT333TRIM-RO   £80
Levo 2-way round trim kit

LVT444TRIM-RO   £80
Levo 3-way round trim kit

XLT222TRIM   £80

XLT333TRIM   £80
XL 2-way round trim kit

XLT444TRIM   £80
XL 3-way round trim kit

SM222TRIM   £100

SM333TRIM   £100
Smart 2-way oval trim kit

SM444TRIM   £100
Smart 3-way oval trim kit

Levo single outlet round trim kit

XL single outlet round trim kit

Smart single outlet oval trim kit
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Thermostatic SmartBox showering

AN222TRIM   £100
Annecy single outlet square trim kit

AN333TRIM   £100
Annecy 2-way square trim kit

AN444TRIM   £100
Annecy 3-way square trim kit

EST222TRIM   £100

EST333TRIM   £100
Essence 2-way square trim kit

EST444TRIM   £100
Essence 3-way square trim kit

LVT222TRIM   £100

LVT333TRIM   £100
Levo 2-way square trim kit

LVT444TRIM   £100
Levo 3-way square trim kit

SR222TRIM   £100

SR333TRIM   £100
Spring 2-way square trim kit

SR444TRIM   £100
Spring 3-way square trim kit

Essence single outlet square trim kit

Levo single outlet square trim kit

Spring single outlet square trim kit

ST222TRIM   £100

ST333TRIM   £100
Str8 2-way square trim kit

ST444TRIM   £100
Str8 3-way square trim kit

Str8 single outlet square trim kit
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Thermostatic GoClick showering

GoClick - Showering made easy, instant flow with the click of a
button

ALTGO2TRIM   £120
Allore 2-button round trim kit

GOBOX222   £375

Find out more on our GoClick showering on page 12

GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 2-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

ALTGO3TRIM   £130
Allore 3-button round trim kit

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 3-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously

ANTGO2TRIM   £120
Annecy 2-button square trim kit

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 2-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

ANTGO3TRIM   £130
Annecy 3-button square trim kit

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 3-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously

LVTGO2TRIM-RO  £120
Levo 2-button round trim kit

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 2-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

- Available from November 2018

- Available from November 2018

- Available from November 2018
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Thermostatic GoClick showering

LVTGO3TRIM-RO  £130
Levo 3-button round trim kit

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 3-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously

LVTGO2TRIM-SQ  £120
Levo 2-button square trim kit

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 2-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

LVTGO3TRIM-SQ  £130
Levo 3-button square trim kit

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 3-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously

SRTGO2TRIM   £120
Spring 2-button square trim kit

GOBOX222   £375
GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 2-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

SRTGO3TRIM   £130
Spring 3-button square trim kit

GOBOX333   £410
GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 3-button 
shower valve
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously

- Available from November 2018
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Thermostatic GoClick showering

FNTGO2    £495
Fusion GoClick Thermostatic 2-outlet 
2-button shower valve with trim kit

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously

FNTGO3    £540
Fusion GoClick Thermostatic 3-outlet 
3-button shower valve with trim kit

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Easyfit GoClick installation box
- 3/4" high flow inlets 
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously

SRTHGO3    £695
Thermostatic horiztonal GoClick  
3-button 3-outlet shower valve 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 3/4" high flow inlets
- Intergral handshower
- 3 outlet, 2 available

SRTHGO4    £745
Thermostatic horiztonal GoClick  
4-button 4-outlet shower valve 

- Thermostatic anti-scald
- GoClick technology
- 3/4" high flow inlets
- Intergral handshower
- 4 outlet, 3 available
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Thermostatic mixing valves

UR111LP    £415
Urban concealed high flow thermostatic 
mixer
-Thermostatic anti-scald
- High flow rate
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

UR111HP   £325
Urban concealed thermostatic mixer
-Thermostatic anti-scald
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

URT111    £345
Urban concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic anti-scald
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously
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Thermostatic mixing valves

 
LVT111    £290
Levo concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

XLT111    £299
XL concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

ST111    £314
Str8 concealed thermostatic mixer
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

FNT111     £385
Fusion concealed high flow thermostatic 
mixer
-Thermostatic anti-scald
- High flow rate
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

ALT111    £350
Allore concealed thermostatic mixer
-Thermostatic anti-scald
- Thermostatic mixer valve only - requires separate divert
- Single or dual outlet 

Blanking plug required for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously
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3-way divert valves

LV4WDIV   £127
Levo concealed 3-way diverter

- 3 outlet divert with shut off
- Requires separate temperature control

XL4WDIV   £129

ST4WDIV   £138

UR4WDIV    £139

AL4WDIV    £148

XL concealed 3-way diverter

- 3 outlet divert with shut off
- Requires separate temperature control

Allore concealed 3-way diverter

- 3 outlet divert with shut off
- Requires separate temperature control

Urban concealed 3-way diverter

- 3 outlet divert with shut off
- Requires separate temperature control

Str8 concealed 3-way diverter

- 3 outlet divert with shut off
- Requires separate temperature control

FNDVGO3   £360
Fusion GoClick 3-outlet diverter valve

- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously 
- GoClick on/off
- Requires separate temperature control
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Shut-off valves

LVCSV    £98
Concealed shut off valve
- 1/4 turn operation

LVWMCONCW   £37
1/2' wall mounted shut off valve - cold

LVWMCONHW   £37
1/2' wall mounted shut off valve - hot

XLWMCONCW    £35
3/4 wall mounted shut off valve - cold

XLWMCONHW    £35
3/4 wall mounted shut off valve - hot

- High flow
- 1/4 turn flow control

STWMCONCW   £46
1/2' wall mounted shut off valve - cold

STWMCONHW   £46
1/2' wall mounted shut off valve - hot

URSV     £99
Concealed stop valve
- Shut off valve 
- 1/4 turn operation
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Manual mixers

LVSHVOS   £89
Levo concealed manual shower mixer
- 80mm x 80mm faceplate

LVSHVO    £95
Levo concealed manual shower mixer
- 150mm x 100mm faceplate

- Full flow control
- Single outlet

SMSHVO   £196
Smart concealed manual shower mixer

- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

STSHVOS   £102
Str8 concealed manual shower mixer
- 90mm x 90mm faceplate

STSHVO    £115
Str8 concealed manual shower mixer
- 150mm x 100mm faceplate

- Full flow control
- Single outlet

URSHVO    £208
Urban concealed manual shower mixer

-150 x 150mm faceplate
- Full flow control
- High flow rate
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

Urban concealed manual shower mixer

- 100 x 100mm faceplate
- Full flow control
- Single outlet

URSHVOS    £127
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Manual mixers

ESSHVO    £189
Essence concealed manual shower mixer

- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

DESHVO   £127
Dekka concealed manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

FNSHVOS    £225
Fusion concealed high flow manual 
shower mixer (small plate)

- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single outlet

FNSHVO    £128
Fusion concealed manual shower mixer
(large plate)

- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single outlet

CASHVO    £197
Cascade concealed high flow manual 
shower mixer

- High flow rate
- Full flow control
- Single or dual outlet

Blanking plug included for single outlet purposes or 2 
outlets can be run simultaneously

SRSHVO   £130
Spring concealed manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- Single outlet
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2-way manual mixers

100 

1 

LVSHVO/DIV   £123
Levo concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBox

SMSHVO/DIV   £172
Smart concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBox

SRSHVO/DIV    £155
Spring concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBOX

SRMGO2   £385
Spring GoClick 2-outlet concealed 
manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously
- GoClick technology

FNSHVO/DIV    £160
Fusion concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBOX

FNMGO2    £385
Fusion GoClick 2-outlet concealed
manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- 2 outlets can be run simultaneously
- GoClick technology
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2-way manual mixers

ESSHVO/DIV    £142
Essence concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easy fix SmartBox

DESHVO/DIV   £159
Dekka concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easy fix SmartBox

STSHVO/DIV   £138
Str8 concealed manual shower mixer with 
2-way divert
- 2 outlets
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBox

120
44

180
44

CASHVO/DIV    £175
Cascade concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBOX

URSHVO/DIV    £219
Urban concealed manual shower mixer 
with 2-way divert
- Full flow control
- 2 outlets
- Push/pull divert mechanism
- Easyfix SmartBOX
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3-way mixer valves

LVSHVO3WD   £255
Levo concealed manual shower mixer 
with 3-way divet

- Full flow control
- 3 outlets

SMSHVO3WD   £265
Smart concealed manual shower mixer 
with 3-way divert

- Full flow control
- 3 outlets

DESHVO3WD   £267
Dekka concealed manual shower mixer 
with 3-way divert

- Full flow control
- 3 outlets

FNMGO3   £420
Fusion GoClick 3-outlet concealed
manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously 
- GoClick technology

SRMGO3   £420
Spring GoClick 3-outlet concealed
manual shower mixer

- Full flow control
- 3 outlets can be run simultaneously 
- GoClick technology
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3-way mixer valves

ESSHVO3WD   £265
Essence concealed manual shower mixer 
with 3-way divert

- Full flow control
- 3 outlets

CASHVO3WD    £267
Cascade concealed manual shower mixer 
with 3-way divert

- Full flow control
- 3 outlets
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Rainshowers

KI020A     £41
200mm ABS rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI020AA     £57
250mm ABS rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI025     £82
200mm slimline rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Stainless steel

KI025A     £125
250mm slimline rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Stainless steel
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Rainshowers

KI026     £128
200mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Air-mix rainshower 
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

KI026A     £160
250mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Air-mix rainshower 
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

KI026B     £215
300mm Air-Mix rainshower
- Air-mix rainshower 
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

KI018     £285
Fixed rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

KI027     £34
Body spray
- 1/2' Connection
- Easy clean shower spray
- Eyeball adjustment

KI1903     £32
Shower set with arm
- 3 function
- 95mm diameter
- Solid brass
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Rainshowers

KI019     £665
2 function rainshower with waterfall

- 2 inlets
- Rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Easy clean shower spray

KI015     £92
200mm slimline rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Stainless steel

KI015A     £135
250mm slimline rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Stainless steel

KI016     £172
Rectangular rainshower
- 145mm x 200mm
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

KI016A     £355
300mm rainshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Solid brass

KI017     £477
2 function rainshower with waterfall

- 2 inlets
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Easy clean shower spray
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Rainshowers

KI012     £550
2 function air-mixed rainshower with 
rain stream

- 2 inlets
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Rain stream pattern feature
- Easy clean shower spray

KI012A     £670
3 function air-mixed rainshower with 
rain stream and waterfall 
- 2 inlets
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Waterfall feature
- Rain straem pattern feature
- Easy clean shower spray

KI014     £590
2 function air-mixed rainshower with 
rain stream

- 2 inlets
- Air-Mix rainshower
- Rain stream pattern feature
- Easy clean shower spray
- Includes ceiling mounted shower arm

Rainshower Rain Stream Waterfall

Multi-function rainshowers
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Shower Arm

KILVSA     £35
Brass shower arm
- Solid brass

KISMSA     £69
Brass solid arm
- Solid brass

KISTSA     £57
Brass solid arm
- Solid brass

KIDESA     £57
Brass solid arm
- Solid brass
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Shower Arm

KI010     £35
Brass shower arm
- Solid brass

KI010A     £43
Brass shower arm
- Solid brass

KI010B     £49
Brass shower arm
- Solid brass

KI08     £24
Brass shower arm
- Solid brass

KI08A     £31
Brass shower arm
- Solid brass

KI08B     £39
Brass shower arm
- Solid brass
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Handshower sets 

ANHSS-SHELF   £160
Shower set with shelf

- Brass handshower
- 1.5m smooth PVC hose

ANSK     £57
Shower set 

- Brass handshower
- 1.5m smooth PVC hose
- Adjustable eyeball handset holder

DESK     £52
Shower set

- Easy clean shower spray
- 1.5m double lock hose
- Adjustable eyeball handset holder

STSK     £68
Shower set

- Brass handshower
- 1.5m double lock hose
- Adjustable eyeball handset holder

URSK     £57
Shower set

- 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

ANBKWO    £185
Round shower set with wall outlet

- Brass handshower
- 1.5m smooth PVC hose
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Handshower sets

ANHSS     £68
Round shower set

- Integral wall outlet
- 1.5m double lock hose
- Brass handshower

CAHSS     £65
Shower set with wall outlet

- Integral wall outlet
- 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

LVHSS     £57
Shower set with wall outlet

- Integral wall outlet
- 1.5m double lock hose
- Easy clean shower spray

STHSS     £78
Shower set with wall outlet

- Integral wall outlet
- 1.5m double lock hose
- Brass handshower

URHSS     £62
Shower set with wall outlet

- Integral wall outlet
- 1.5m smooth PVC hose
- Easy clean shower spray

FNHSS     £84
Shower set with wall outlet

- Integral wall outlet
- 1.5m smooth PVC hose
- Easy clean shower spray
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GoClick Handshower sets

KI124GO    £105
GoClick on/off control with handset holder

FNHSSGO    £161
GoClick on/off controlled shower set

- Solid brass wall outlet
- GoClick on/off control
- 1.5m smooth PVC hose

KI041    £22
GoClick multi-function handshower

K200D    £18
1.5m double lock hose

- GoClick on/off control
- Push button multi-function handshower

KI124GO    £105
GoClick on/off control with handset holder

FVKI037    £20
GoClick single-function handshower

K200D    £18
1.5m double lock hose

- GoClick on/off control
- Push button multi-function handshower

KI123GO    £110
GoClick on/off control with handset holder

KI041    £22
GoClick multi-function handshower

KI201    £27
1.5m smooth PVC hose

- GoClick on/off control
- Push button multi-function handshower

- Available from November 2018

- Available from November 2018

- Available from November 2018
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Deck mounted pull out handshowers 

ANDMS    £68
Round deck mounted shower kit

- Brass handshower
- 1.8m pull out shower hose

STDMS     £78
Square deck mounted shower kit

- Brass handshower
- 1.8m pull out shower hose
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Slide rail kits 

Slide rail set with single function 
handshower
- Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder

LVBFSS    £132

Slide rail set with multifunction 
handshower
- 3 function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder
- 1.5m smooth hose

LVPFSS    £145

Slide rail set with single function 
handshower
- Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder

LVSFSS    £130

Slide rail set with multifunction 
handshower
- 3 function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder

LVMFSS    £133

Slide rail set with brass handshower
- Brass handshower
- Adjustable height handset holder

ANSFSS    £139
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Slide rail kits 

Slide rail set with single function 
handshower
- Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder

DESFSS    £179

Slide rail set with brass
handshower
- Brass handshower
- Adjustable height handset holder

STSFSS    £168
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Slide rail kits - with integral wall outlet 

Slide rail set with integral wall outlet

- Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

LVBFSSWO   £138

Slide rail set with integral wall outlet

- 3-function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet
- 1.5 smooth PVC hose

LVPFSSWO   £151

Slide rail set with integral wall outlet

- Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

LVSFSSWO   £136

Slide rail set with integral wall outlet

- 3 function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

LVMFSS WO   £139

Slide rail set with integral wall outlet

- Brass handshower
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

ANSFSSWO   £145
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Slide rail kits - with integral wall outlet 

Slide rail set with integral wall outlet 

- Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

DESFSSWO   £185

Slide rail set with integral wall outlet

- Brass handshower
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

STSFSSWO   £178
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Riser rails

Step 1 - select a slide rail 
LVSS    £94
Slide rail only
- Adjustable height handset holder

DESS    £143
Slide rail only
- Adjustable height handset holder

STSS    £118
Slide rail only
- Adjustable height handset holder

LVSSWO   £100
Slide rail with integral wall outlet
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

DESSWO   £149
Slide rail with integral wall outlet
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

STSSWO   £128
Slide rail with integral wall outlet
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet
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GoClick riser rails

FNGOSS   £125
Slide rail with integral wall outlet and 
GoClick on/off control

- GoClick on/off control
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

LVGOSS    £122
Slide rail with integral wall outlet and 
GoClick on/off control

- GoClick on/off control
- Adjustable height handset holder
- Integral wall outlet

Endurance tested to over 800,000 cycles 

Pressure tested to over 50 bar

The exquisite GoClick mechanism operates the flow with one simple click of 
the button. 

- Available from November 2018
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Handshowers & Hoses

Step 2 & 3 - select a hose and handset
KI200D    £18
1.5m double lock brass hose

KI200DE    £21
2m double lock brass hose

KI201D    £24
1.5m smooth PVC hose 
- Hex nut thread

KI201    £27
1.5m smooth PVC hose

KI201E    £33
2m smooth PVC hose

FVKI037    £20
Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

FVKI038    £24
3-function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

FVKI034    £18
Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI041    £22
Multi-function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray
- Push button multi-function

- Available from November 2018
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Handshowers

KI039    £15
Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

FVKI035    £32
Square brass handshower

FVKI036    £27
Round brass handshower

KI036A    £18
Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

FVKI170    £18
Single function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

FVKI180    £21
3-function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

KI519    £30
3-function handshower
- Easy clean shower spray

Step 2 & 3 - select a hose and handset
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Step 4 - select a wall outlet if required

Wall outlets and brackets

FVKI120    £18
Wall outlet elbow

KIA120    £18
Wall outlet elbow

FVKI121    £19
Wall outlet elbow

GoClick on/off wall outlets

KI124GO   £105
Round wall outlet elbow with handset
holder and GoClick on/off control

KI123GO   £110
Wall outlet elbow with handset
holder and GoClick on/off control

KI122    £33
Brass wall outlet
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Wall outlets and brackets

FVKI120A   £27
Wall outlet elbow with handset holder

FVKI121A   £31
Wall outlet elbow with handset holder

KI122A    £35
Wall outlet elbow with handset holder

FVKI119    £16
Round handset holder

FVKI118    £19
Square handset holder

KI8873A    £22
Round handset holder

KI8876A    £25
Square handset holder

KI8879A    £30
Brass handset holder
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WASTES
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Wastes
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Wastes

CB100    £15
Slotted basin clicker waste

CB101    £15
Unslotted basin clicker waste

CB9275    £22.50
Universal basin clicker waste
- Suitable for slotted and unslotted

CB003    £19
Slotted haircatch basin clicker waste
- Includes removable haircatcher

BW100    £11
Slotted plug and chain basin waste

FW100    £12
Slotted basin flip waste

FW101    £12
Unslotted basin flip waste
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Wastes

MB200    £38
Minimalist bottle trap
- Includes pipe 

TB200    £30
Traditional bottle trap
- Includes pipe 

SB200    £48
Square bottle trap
- Includes pipe 
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Wastes

BW104    £10
Bath waste with plug and chain

BP105    £33
Bath pop up waste

BW105    £12
Bath waste with parking plug and chain

BW105EX   £68
Exposed bath waste with parking 
plug and chain
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Wastes
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Wastes

CB105    £35
Bath clicker waste

CB106    £30
Deluxe bath clicker waste

HC106    £39
Bath haircatch clicker waste
- Includes removal haircatcher

BF125EXTD   £62
Bath overflow filler with clicker waste
- Bath fill 
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ACCESSORIES
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Accessories

Sofija

SO8919    £44
145mm soap dish
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8919A   £56
205mm soap dish
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8920    £48
Single glass tumbler
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8920A   £68
Double glass tumbler
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Accessories

Sofija

SO8922    £18
Robe hook
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8921    £29
Toilet roll holder
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8915A   £39
Guest towel ring
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8923    £76
Toilet brush and holder
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Sofija

Accessories

SO8911    £169
Triple towel shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8910    £99
Double towel shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8912    £72
Single towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8917    £95
Glass shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8916    £95
Towel bar with glass shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Sofija

Accessories

SO8918    £122
Double glass shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8917A   £68
Glass shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8912A   £48
Single towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings

SO8915    £48
Towel holder
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Accessories

Lynn

LY8931    £46
220mm wire soap dish
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8930    £35
Single glass tumbler
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8930A   £49
Double glass tumbler
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8933    £18
Robe hook
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8935    £41
Toilet roll holder
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Accessories

Lynn

LY8932    £54
Toilet brush and holder
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8926    £65
Single towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8927    £84
Double towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8929    £84
Glass shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8928    £128
4-towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings

LY8925    £158
4-towel tiered bar
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Accessories

Coco

CO8906-4   £41
134mm wire soap dish
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-10   £46
220mm wire soap dish
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-14   £29
Glass soap dish
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-12   £29
Single glass tumbler
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-5   £45
Double glass tumbler
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Accessories

Coco

CO8906-9   £18
Robe hook
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-8   £34
Toilet roll holder
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-6   £41
Towel ring
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8907    £42
Toilet brush and holder
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Coco

Accessories

CO8906-16   £72
Grab rail with wire soap dish
- Easyfit brass fixings
- Adjustable basket for left or right install

CO8906-15   £46
Bath grab rail
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-3   £52
Single towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-2   £69
Double towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-7   £68
Glass shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-1   £89
4-towel shelf
- Easyfit brass fixings

CO8906-17   £159
Tiered towel bar
- Easyfit brass fixings
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Floral & Gloria

Accessories

FL8908    £82
Adjustable shaving mirror
- 3 x magnification

GL8965A   £48
Double concealed toilet roll holder
- Spring toilet roll holder

GL8965    £34
Single concealed toilet roll holder
- Spring toilet roll holder

FL2095    £32
Retractable clothes line
- 2.5m line
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Accessories

RA8936    £57
205mm corner rack
- Solid brass

Racks

RA8936A   £47
155mm corner rack
- Solid brass

RA8961    £97
Double corner rack
- Solid brass

RA8962    £110
Double rack with hooks
- Solid brass

RA8963    £74
460mm single rack
- Solid brass

RA8963A   £58
360mm single rack
- Solid brass
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Accessories
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KITCHEN
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Kitchen 

STKITCH   £189
Single lever kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout

DEKITCH   £199
Single lever kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout
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Kitchen 

SMKITCH   £199
Single lever kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout

ESKITCH   £139
Single lever kitchen mixer
-Swivel spout
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Kitchen 

LVSWKITCH   £174
Single lever kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout

LVPOKITCH   £299
Pull out single lever kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout
- Pull out spray
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Kitchen 

ELLEVKITCH   £131
Two handle kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout

ELKITCH   £131
Two handle kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout

XLKITCH   £109
Two handle kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout
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Kitchen 

360°ROTATION, UP TO 1 METER SCOPE

LVSKITCH   £225
Swivel arm kitchen mixer
- Spout angle adjustment
- Up to 1m scope
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Kitchen 

LV2HKITCH   £162
Two handle kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout

LVSLKITCH   £129
Single lever kitchen mixer
- Swivel spout
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